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Credit Profile

US$196.27 mil wtr rev rfdg bnds ser 2021C due 05/01/2038

Long Term Rating AAA/Negative New

US$145.965 mil wtr rev rfdg bnds ser 2021S-1 due 05/01/2028

Long Term Rating AA+/Negative New

US$101.055 mil wtr rev rfdg bnds (green bnds) ser 2021B due 05/01/2038

Long Term Rating AAA/Negative New

San Diego Cnty Wtr Auth Wtr

Long Term Rating AAA/Negative Outlook Revised

Rating Action

S&P Global Ratings revised its outlook to negative from stable on San Diego County Water Authority, Calif.'s (the

authority) existing debt. At the same time, S&P Global Ratings assigned its 'AAA' long-term rating to the authority's

anticipated $101 million series 2021B and $196 million series 2021C senior lien water revenue refunding bonds, and

assigned its 'AA+' long-term rating to the authority's anticipated $146 million series 2021S-1 subordinate lien water

revenue refunding bonds. Finally, S&P Global Ratings affirmed its:

• 'AAA' rating on the authority's existing senior-lien revenue bonds;

• 'AAA' rating on the authority's exiting certificates of participation (COPs);

• 'AA+' rating on the authority's existing subordinate-lien bonds; and

• 'A-1+' short-term rating on the authority's existing commercial paper (CP) debt.

The negative outlook reflects our view of the heightened business risks associated with potential projected declines in

water sales volumes as new upcoming local potable reuse projects come online, further challenged by the authority's

rising contractual costs and near-term forecasted financial metrics that we consider weak relative to those of its peers

at the 'AAA' rating level. Like many utilities in Southern California, we anticipate the authority will continue to

experience hydrological volatility and ongoing behavioral changes in customer water use that has been a source of

declining water demand since the past decade. Affordability is already a credit vulnerability for the authority as its

existing rates are elevated relative to those of its regional and national peers. We expect the authority to continue to

rely on withdrawals from the rate stabilization fund through 2023, given its rising cost of service and a desire to

moderate rate increases for members. Uncertainty resulting from two member agencies' applications to detach from

the authority is an additional credit stressor.

The authority is issuing 2021S-1 medium term notes to refund extendable commercial paper and 2016S-1 bonds to

reduce market exposure and increase cash flow savings. The 2021 B&C bonds will refinance outstanding series 2016
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bonds. The bonds include a make whole call. They will be self-designated green bonds.

We base our 'AAA' rating on the authority's revenue base, which is primarily locally derived. This, coupled with

operating expense flexibility, limits exposure to federal revenue.

Credit overview

The authority has been successful establishing water supply control and diversification. Management has also

demonstrated an ability to navigate volatile hydrological cycles through adopting rate increases as needed and

building prudent financial reserves and storage to mitigate variability. The primary risk to the authority is the reduced

consumption stemming from conservation, weather, economic contraction and the development of local supply by

their member agencies. The reduced consumption introduces a financial challenge given that contractual water costs

are increasing. Forecasted coverage is narrow relative to peers at the 'AAA' level and if rate increases are not sufficient

to offset consumption declines, the rating could be lowered. We believe this will require a higher degree of fixed

charges to meet fixed reliability objectives. In our view, management is taking important steps to mitigate this

changing cost profile, including increasing the fixed charge component of the rate structure to capture contract costs

and infrastructure contributions. Establishing the appropriate balance of fixed charges and maintaining ample cash is

important given the nature of volatile hydrological conditions and the continued increases in local supply which will

reduce the demand for the authority's supply. Maintaining historically strong coverage and liquidity levels will be a

delicate balance of imposing rate increases while not burdening affordability. Astute long-term planning will be crucial

to these efforts.

S&P Global Economics acknowledges a high degree of uncertainty related to the effects of COVID-19, including the

rate of spread and peak of the outbreak. Nevertheless, we believe measures to contain COVID-19 have pushed the

region and nation into economic contraction. While the approval and early administration of a number of vaccines is a

positive development, it is merely the first step toward a return to social and economic normality; equally critical is the

widespread availability of effective immunization, which could come by mid-2021. We use this assumption in assessing

the economic and credit implications associated with the pandemic. As the situation evolves, we will update our

assumptions and estimates accordingly.

The negative outlook reflects our view that there is a one-in-three chance that the authority's financial profile could

realize diminished financial capacity that would no longer be consistent with a 'AAA' rating. A return to stable outlook

would be incumbent on greater clarity regarding the authority's upcoming long-range financial plans and its ability to

plausibly demonstrate that it can maintain healthy operating margins even with potentially reduced water sales.

Environmental, social, and governance factors

Given its location in Southern California, we believe the authority faces elevated environmental risk due to the region's

inherent water supply scarcity, sea level rise, wildfire and seismic exposure. In particular, its imported water supply

(both the State Water Project and the Colorado River) remain susceptible to environmental scrutiny and risks related

to climate change, rising temperatures, and shifting precipitation patterns. The authority has been effective in obtaining

alternative higher reliability supply sources and management has a comprehensive resource plan, which has assisted in

their ability to navigate different hydrological conditions. The water authority also faces climate risks associated with

sea level rise and weather conditions that result in algae blooms, which would affect the desalination facility
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operations. However, management notes that recent upgrade at the desalination facility have potentially mitigated the

risk of operational shutdowns in the future. Management has a climate change action plan in place that is frequently

updated and partners with Scripps Institution of Oceanography in climate change analysis and mitigation efforts.

With respect to seismic, wildfire, and cyber risks, management has robust emergency planning, including cyber

policies and cyber insurance. The Integrated Contingency Plan (ICP), which is the emergency planning document,

complies with the National Incident Management System and is compliant with state and federal regulations. The plan

was updated in September 2020 as required by the America's Water Infrastructure Act. To prepare for a major

emergency, the Water Authority regularly activates its Emergency Operations Center for planned event control,

coordinates with member agencies on emergency preparedness issues, and participates in County of San Diego

Operational Area exercises.

In addition to environmental risk, rising water costs contribute to elevated social risk as members have become

increasingly sensitive to rising water costs, which has resulted in some member discord, lawsuits and potential

detachment. Management continues to work with the members to address affordability concerns, including utilizing

the rate stabilization fund to mitigate large rate increases. We understand management supports SB 222 which creates

a framework for ratepayer support. Despite above-average ESG exposure, the management team is tenured and

experienced with strong water supply leaders and maintains robust infrastructure maintenance and operational

policies which contributes to a strong governance position.

Negative Outlook

Downside scenario

We could lower the ratings if consumption declines pressure water sales revenue by more than currently forecast--due

to economic conditions or the development of significantly lower cost water supply alternatives or the loss of a major

member--without being mitigated by reduced water purchases, rate increases, or an increased fixed-charge rate

structure. In addition, the rating could be pressured if the authority further depletes the rate stabilization fund beyond

the minimum target level established by the board or fails to implement rate increases to maintain financial metrics

commensurate with a 'AAA' rating. The rating could also be pressured if the authority takes on a meaningful amount of

additional leverage.

Return to stable scenario

We could return the ratings to stable if the authority produces a credible financial plan that demonstrates stable

financial results based on a stronger alignment of its cost structure with fixed revenue that we believe is commensurate

with peers at a 'AAA' level.

Credit Opinion
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Enterprise Profile

The authority is a primary and supplemental water provider for 24 member agencies throughout San Diego County.

The level of dependence varies from 100% dependence to no utilization of authority supplies during above normal

rainfall cycles. Since 1990, the water authority has provided an average of 85% percent of the water supply within its

service area, ranging from a low of 75 percent and a high of 95%. Per capita water use has declined 46% over that

same period, the result of conservation, local supply development, economic conditions, member use restrictions, and

supply allocations. Year to date, consumption is flat relative to 2019, reflecting local weather conditions as well as

ongoing pandemic related economic effects. Management expects consumption to increase incrementally during the

forecast period, which we believe may be an aggressive assumption. New demand forecasting including a long-range

financial plan will be released in September 2021. Overall, authority management has committed itself and its member

agencies to managing through different hydrological conditions and has made the necessary rate increases to maintain

consistent financial performance to support operational requirements. We view this as a credit positive, as discussed in

the financial profile section. That said, continued declines in consumption will necessitate higher rate increases and we

believe affordability is already a credit vulnerability.

The state is adopting new water-use objectives for retail water agencies for indoor and outdoor use, system water loss,

variances, and potable reuse credit. The state expects to adopt these standards by June 2022. Such objectives could

further reduce demand and lead to development of additional alternative local resources. We believe the continued

development of local supply could further reduce the demand for authority supply. That said, diversification of supply

is beneficial to the regional water supply picture and management does not expect local supply to negatively affect the

authority's financial position. As major projects come on-line, such as the two regional recycled water projects,

demand for water authority supply may decline but the authority will still be required to supply water when projects

are offline. Reliability planning will become an even greater strategic focus for the authority. We believe the current

water supply management team demonstrates considerable acumen in strategic supply planning. Further, member

agencies are required to pay certain charges irrespective of whether they order water from the water authority in a

given year. During the recent fiscal sustainability council, the authority adopted an even higher percentage of fixed

charges, which we view positively given the authority's fixed cost profile and role as a supplemental supply provider.

We believe integrating a higher percentage of fixed charges to meet fixed obligations is critical to maintaining the

rating.

The authority has a higher degree of litigation and member discord than is standard in the sector, in our opinion. This

includes ongoing rate litigation with Metropolitan Water District, some of which has been settled in the authority's

favor and some of which is ongoing. In addition, the authority is currently resolving a $6.1 million lawsuit with

Vallecitos Water District regarding overcharges. Lastly, two member agencies have petitioned the Local Agency

Formation Commission (LAFCO) for detachment from the authority because they believe they can receive their water

supply more affordably directly from Metropolitan Water District (through an arrangement with Eastern Municipal

Water). Given the geographic location of the members, they reportedly believe that they do not receive sufficient

benefit from remaining with the authority. LAFCO may deny the detachments or approve the detachments with

conditions. The authority's management reports that the LAFCO process will likely take up to two years with a draft
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report anticipated in Spring 2021. The authority has hired a consultant to advise on the proceedings and the authority

intends to seek reimbursement for associated debt and costs attributable to the two agencies. Management believes

they could adjust supply requirements through resource planning. While we do not believe any of the aforementioned

issues will have a financial effect in the near-term, we do believe ongoing litigation has associated costs and introduces

potential longer term political risk--especially if an approved detachment sets a precedent if members can easily

detach from the authority. This would be further exacerbated if the two members are not required to pay for their

portion of the associated debt and infrastructure costs that the authority has undertaken to provide reliable water

sources. Member support for the long-term strategic plan is important to the credit quality in our opinion.

The authority has been successful in their efforts to increase control over their supply and diversify the source of their

supply. The majority of the authority's supply is via California's participation in the Colorado River Compact and

related subsequent agreements (65%). The initial State Water Project allocation for 2021 is 10% due to below normal

precipitation and snowfall in the Northern Sierra. As of March 9, 2021, precipitation is 49% of normal at the Northern

Sierra Precipitation 8-Station Index and snow water equivalent is 58% of normal in the Northern Sierra. The Upper

Colorado River snowpack is 82% of normal as of March 8 and five-year projections indicate an increased probability of

shortage. The authority has made meaningful progress on the acquisition and control of the water supply portfolio

through regional agreements and construction of the Carlsbad seawater desalination project. However, Metropolitan

Water District of Southern California remains a significant imported water supply source for the water authority, which

we consider credit neutral.

The authority's wholesale rates will continue to be pressured by rising purchased water costs and other pass-through

obligations. Management's forecast shows the range for projected rates by 2023 to be $1,716-$2,800 (including

desalinated water) with annual moderate rate increases each year. The authority's most expensive source of supply,

which provides about 10% of its water, is the Carlsbad desalination plant. The facility achieved commercial operations

in late 2015. Any deliveries of less than the minimum would lead to a true-up credit benefitting the authority, relatively

insulating the authority from significant operating risk (other than energy price risk). This source of supply will be more

expensive than initially projected because Poseidon (the plant developer and operator) is constructing new intake and

discharge facilities that it estimates will cost as much as $83 million by its 2023 completion. All costs of the intake

system are a direct pass through to the authority. The authority prudently has adopted contractual fixed charges to

cover a significant portion of these costs directly from pass through payments, which we view favorably.

The authority has a formal asset management program that addresses the long-term sustainability of its infrastructure

and facilities. The program includes evaluating the condition and expected useful life of each asset and developing a

strategy to rehabilitate and replace these assets. Management regularly communicates its strategic goals internally and

to outside parties. Rate adjustments have been timely historically, and management undertakes periodic rate studies

that are cost of service based. Drought management planning is strong, and management has generally succeeded in

executing strategic plans, including complex capital planning.

San Diego County has a diversified economy based on tourism, international trade, military, and high-tech

manufacturing. The economy has been affected by the COVID-19 related shelter-in-place requirements, which have

led to business closures and elevated unemployment. Leading employers include the government, education, military,
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and health care sectors, all of which, in our opinion, are relatively more stable. Tourism, trade, and retail are also

economic drivers and those sectors have exhibited outsized exposure to the current economic contraction. Median

household effective buying income is significantly higher than the U.S., helping to blunt the effect of the rising cost of

water to the ultimate retail customers of member agencies.

Financial Profile

The authority's financial position has historically been a credit strength although we believe the coverage and liquidity

will be less robust during this upcoming forecast period as a result of consumption declines and rising contractual

costs. We view favorably that management has, through fiscal sustainability efforts, recently increased the percentage

of fixed charges associated with contract and infrastructure costs. We understand that there will be continued efforts to

improve the rate structure to provide enhanced stability and cost recovery. In addition, there are no issues with

member delinquencies and the authority has the ability to attach delinquencies to the property tax lien of a ratepayer

which increases likelihood of collections.

Debt service coverage for all senior and subordinate obligations had consistently exceeded 1.4x, which we view as

healthy for a wholesaler, including payments associated with the desalination plant which are technically below the

line but we include for coverage purposes. For the forecasted 2021 through 2023, fixed charge coverage, excluding the

rate stabilization fund is just over 1.3x, which is narrow in our view. Given the effects of the pandemic, weather, and

economic contraction, water sales declined considerably in 2019 from $595 million to $582 million and again further in

2020 to $568 million. Water sales are expected to slightly rebound in 2021 to $597 million due to normal weather and

as well as potential improvement in coronavirus-related business closures and other factors. Expenditures are

increasing in forecast periods as well, resulting in fixed charge coverage declining, without the RSF included. We

expect the authority to continue to rely on withdrawals from the rate stabilization fund through 2023, given the rising

cost of services and a desire to moderate rate increases for members. If water sales continue to decline, with rate

increases not keeping up with consumption declines, the current rating could be pressured. Under a stress scenario

where there is an additional 5% decline in 2021 followed by no-growth in water sales revenue, the authority would

breach sum sufficiency by 2023 without significant additional rate increases. Water consumption trends will continue

to pressure rates with increases of just under 5% in 2021.

Management reports that despite the planned use of the rate stabilization fund, the fund will remain above the internal

target through the forecast period, with $81 million in 2023. Management changed the policy in January of 2021 to

reflect a 15% drop in water sales. Maintaining the rate stabilization at the current level and continuing to implement

reasonable rate increases is critical to maintaining the 'AAA' rating.

The liquidity position has been sufficient to cushion volatility and provide with manageable rate increases. The water

authority has over $265 million in cash and codified reserves in 2020, which is a decline from prior levels that were

over $300 million. After consistently adding to the rate stabilization fund (RSF) during periods of fiscal strength, the

authority utilized the RSF in 2019 and expects to leverage those funds through 2023 without breaching the target level.

Management also maintains an operating reserve equivalent to at least 45 days' of operating expenses (with $5 million

held for emergencies), and several funds designated for specific capital items. By 2023, liquidity is expected to drop to
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just under $230 million, which we still view as reasonable but is approaching levels that could pressure the rating.

Liquidity is a critical to the authority's financial health, given variable hydrology conditions and the development of

significant additional local supply.

Revenue and expenses assumptions are reasonable, and management provides interim financial reporting. The

long-term planning process is rigorous, and the detailed forecast is updated annually. The authority's reserve policy is

robust and articulates a rationale for maintaining its extremely strong liquidity position. Financial planning and

operational information is transparent and periodically updated.

The authority's five-year capital improvement plan is manageable, in our view. However, there is discussion of a major

capital investment for a regional conveyance system. We believe a project of that magnitude could have a material

impact on the authority's leverage ratios which could pressure the rating given how highly leveraged the water

authority currently is. The present CIP totals approximately $1.3 billion. The authority expects to spend approximately

$387.2 million over the next five years on capital improvement projects, though a new long-range forecast plan that is

"in progress" and expected to be finalized in September of 2021, one year later than was projected last year.

Related Research

Through The ESG Lens 2.0: A Deeper Dive Into U.S. Public Finance Credit Factors, April 28, 2020

Ratings Detail (As Of March 17, 2021)

San Diego Cnty Wtr Auth sr lien wtr rev rfdg bnds

Long Term Rating AAA/Negative Outlook Revised

San Diego Cnty Wtr Auth wtr COP (AGM)

Unenhanced Rating AAA(SPUR)/Negative Outlook Revised

San Diego Cnty Wtr Auth wtr (MBIA) (MBIA of Illinois)

Unenhanced Rating AAA(SPUR)/Negative Outlook Revised

San Diego Cnty Wtr Auth CP notes ser 10 due 12/31/2099

Short Term Rating A-1+ Affirmed

San Diego Cnty Wtr Auth Wtr (MBIA of Illinois)

Unenhanced Rating AAA(SPUR)/Negative Outlook Revised

San Diego Cnty Wtr Auth CP

Short Term Rating A-1+ Affirmed

San Diego Cnty Wtr Auth WTRSWR

Long Term Rating AA+/Negative Outlook Revised

Many issues are enhanced by bond insurance.
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San Diego County Water Authority, CA
Update to credit analysis

Summary
San Diego County Water Authority (Aa2 senior lien stable outlook; Aa3 subordinate lien
stable outlook) benefits from a very large service area that incorporates 24 participating
member agencies; increasingly diverse sources for water purchases; and conservative financial
practices with adopted reserve and debt policies. Liquidity, including a rate stabilization
fund, remains sound serving to insulate the Authority from risks associated with variable
water supplies, including California's (Aa2 stable) current drought conditions, as well as
unanticipated events such as the coronavirus pandemic.

Planned withdraws from the rate stabilization fund through fiscal 2022 will be required to
maintain stable debt service coverage for all outstanding obligations. Ongoing conservation
efforts contribute to water sale volumes that are projected to remain essentially flat
and below historical peaks. However, the Authority's implementation of fixed charges
to supplement user fees also serves to support satisfactory debt service coverage. The
Authority's leverage remains elevated, driven by large-scale capital projects. Two member
agencies' applications to detach from the Authority pose some uncertainty as do risks
associated with the Carlsbad desalination plant, a P-3 venture for which the Authority is the
sole user and financial obligor.

Exhibit 1

Planned draws on the rate stabilization fund through fiscal 2022 will moderate rate increases
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Credit strengths

» Position as the primary water wholesale provider to a very large and economically diverse service area

» Management team that has maintained stable operations and adhered to adopted policies

» Satisfactory unrestricted cash position with rate stabilization reserve that will help stabilize future rate increases

» Desalinated water purchase agreement that has provided compensation for shortfalls in production

Credit challenges

» Expected future draws on rate stabilization reserve with modified rate increases for 2021 and 2022 in response to the coronavirus
pandemic

» Essentially flat demand driven by conservation practices and the acquisition of alternate water sources by member agencies

» Maintaining support of member agencies in light of two applications on the part of smaller participants to detach

» Increasing water purchase and production costs that will drive rate increases

Rating outlook
The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the Authority's satisfactory operating performance will continue, supported by strong
management practices in the face of challenges associated with variable water supplies, rising costs, and the coronavirus pandemic. The
outlook also incorporates our expectation that the Authority will retain the capacity to raise rates as necessary to meet debt service
coverage and adopted reserve targets.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade

» Sustained trend of favorable debt service coverage with defined coverage targets for fixed costs associated with all outstanding debt
obligations

» Completion of the Carlsbad intake project and demonstration that additional capital improvements are not required for contracted
deliveries

» Maintenance of improved reserve levels while supporting capital investments

Factors that could lead to a downgrade

» Significant declines in debt service coverage levels

» Draws on the rate stabilization account that significantly exceed projections or overall weakening in liquidity

» Detachment of member agencies that significantly reduces projected consumption levels

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Key indicators

Exhibit 2

San Diego County Water Authority, CA                                 

System Characteristics

Asset Condition (Net Fixed Assets / Annual Depreciation) 54 years

System Size - O&M (in $000s) $500,778 

Service Area Wealth: MFI % of US median 117.82%

Legal Provisions

Rate Covenant (x)  1.2x 

Debt Service Reserve Requirement None

Management

Rate Management  Aa 

Regulatory Compliance and Capital Planning  Aa 

Financial Strength

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Operating Revenue ($000) $528,175 $582,784 $595,863 $584,171 $569,099 

System Size - O&M ($000) $430,230 $485,802 $486,228 $500,143 $500,778 

Net Revenues ($000) $200,056 $177,449 $201,382 $177,725 $165,266 

Net Funded Debt ($000) $1,947,677 $1,889,136 $1,833,195 $1,766,570 $1,719,587 

Annual Debt Service ($000) $121,344 $134,343 $137,332 $134,735 $133,269 

Annual Debt Service Coverage (x) 1.6x 1.3x 1.5x 1.3x 1.2x

Annual Debt Service Coverage with Rate Stabilization Fund (x) 1.4x 1.4x 1.4x 1.4x 1.5x

Cash on Hand 171 days 148 days 157 days 165 days 151 days

Debt to Operating Revenues (x) 3.7x 3.2x 3.1x 3.0x 3.0x

Operations and Maintenance (O&M) is adjusted to reconcile actual changes in cash related to contributions for pensions and OPEB, consistent with our cross-sector Adjustments to
Pension and OPEB Data Reported by GASB Issuers, including States and Local Governments Methodology. As a result, Annual Debt Service Coverage and Cash on Hand in the table both
vary from metric reported by SDCWA. Annual debt service coverage figures do not include debt service on pipeline bonds.
Source: Audited financial statements, governmental data sources, Moody's Investors Service.

Profile
As a wholesale water provider, the Authority provides around 75% of total consumption of 24-member agencies across 1,461 square
miles of western San Diego County (Aaa stable) including its coastal areas, serving a growing population of close to 3.3 million people.
Member agencies include six cities, seventeen special districts and a federal military installation. The Authority's service area accounts
for roughly 97% of San Diego County's population, and the City of San Diego's Water Enterprise (senior water revenue bonds rated
Aa2) is its largest member with a population of approximately 1.4 million representing close to half the Authority's total customers.
Otay and Helix Water Districts represent the Authority's 2nd and 3rd most populous member agencies, respectively.

Detailed credit considerations
Service area and system characteristics: despite the challenges of the coronavirus pandemic, service area remains stable,
supporting rate increases for diversified water supplies
Despite the near-term challenges associated with the coronavirus pandemic, the authority's service area remains stable, with continued
population growth and income levels that remain above average. However, despite moderate customer growth, annual water sales are
impacted by variable precipitation levels, and the authority is conservatively planning for conservation efforts to result in essentially flat
consumption levels over a three-year projection period, with projected sales of 377,976 acre-feet (AF) in fiscal 2023 remaining generally
in line with a recent low of 354,007 AF in fiscal 2020.

San Diego County has not been immune to the effects of the coronavirus pandemic, and county unemployment as of December 2020
is high at 8.0%, remaining in line with a state figure of 8.8%, but exceeding a national unemployment rate of 6.5% for the same time
period, as the county's travel and hospitality sectors have been especially hard hit. Despite current challenges, as California's second
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most populous county, San Diego County's economy is large and diverse, with residential wealth levels that approximate those of the
state as a whole and an MFI equal to 117.8% of the U.S.

Improving resident income levels continue to support required rate increases covering rising water purchase prices and the Authority's
continued efforts to diversify its sources of water purchases and increase reliability for the needs of a growing area. While not
unanimous, the Board approved a 4.8% rate increase for untreated water in fiscal 2020, and a 4.9% rate increase for treated water.
As a wholesale provider, the Authority is somewhat insulated from retail customer delinquencies, which have increased. However, no
member agencies have missed any payments, and the Authority has taken steps to mitigate rate increases in 2021 and 2022. Notably,
in August 2020, the Authority was awarded close to $44.4 million stemming from litigation with Metropolitan Water District(MWD
Aa1) on transportation and other charges between 2011-2014. This award was proportionately returned to member agencies.

Future water sale projections incorporate anticipated declines stemming from the City of San Diego's water reuse project beginning
in fiscal 2025. Fallbrook Public Utilities District's and Rainbow Metropolitan Water District's applications to detach from the Authority
represent another potential risk to future consumption levels. Together these two agencies accounted for a moderate 6.3% of the
Authority's total water use in fiscal 2020, but the applications point to additional risks facing future consumption, and demonstrate the
prudence of the Authority's use of conservative consumption forecasts.

The Authority's long-term strategy to diversify it water supply sources, while increasing the reliability of supplies, also contributes to
the rising costs of purchased water. Most significantly, SDCWA continues to reduce its reliance on water provided by MWD, which
equates to a cost of $1,075/AF for treated water in 2021. While historically MWD provided almost all of the Authority's water, in fiscal
2020 MWD provided 82,844 AF, equal to 17.9% of supplies; the lowest amount on record. This figure is projected to decline further to
just 10,000 AF (2%) by 2035.

The conserved Colorado River water from the Quantification Settlement Agreement (QSA) accounted for 50% of supplies in fiscal
2020. In calendar year 2021, QSA costs equate to $1,049/AF, including transportation charges. This exceeds the cost of MWD's
untreated water supplies at $777/AF. Exclusive of transportation charges, however, the cost of QSA untreated water supplies is closer
to $515/AF as of 2021. MWD's increasing transportation charges have prompted the Authority to examine the feasibility of building its
own pipeline or aqueduct to directly deliver its QSA supplies from the Imperial Valley to the San Diego region. With an estimated cost
of $5 billion, the proposed project will be evaluated against increases in MWD's cost of transporting water. MWD's future charges will
be affected by planned capital projects such as Oroville Dam repairs and improvements to the Bay-Delta conveyance.

Operations of desalination plant have stabilized, with minimum production commitment expected to be met in fiscal 2021
Desalinated water, which accounted for 8.3% of supplies in fiscal 2020, will remain SDCWA's most expensive source of treated water.
In fiscal 2020, desalinated water cost, inclusive of debt service payments equaled approximately $2,900 per AF for the Authority's
required annual purchase of 48,000 AF. These costs will continue to rise as additional borrowing of close to $117.9 million is undertaken
to construct a modified seawater intake system, expected to be completed by 2023.

Production shortfalls since the plant's opening illustrate both the protections and risks associated with the Authority's water purchase
agreement with Poseidon. Since its opening in December 2015 through the end of 2020, the plant has experienced a total of 35,974 AF
of production shortfalls below its delivery obligations of 48,000 AF in each fiscal year. Under the Water Purchase Agreement, SCDWA
receives shortfall payments for unexcused outages. In fiscal 2018, for example, SDCWA received a shortfall payment of $1.9 million and
an additional payment of $5.3 million in annual true ups.

In contrast to unexcused shortfalls, excused shortfalls for water deliveries, while excused from purchases in that year, after applications
of certain caps, must be purchased by SDCWA before expiration of the contract. Through the end of 2020, there is a balance of 14,469
AF.
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Exhibit 3

Mechanical failures and weather related events have contributed to shortfalls, but deliveries expected to meet minimum requirement in
2021
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Debt service coverage and liquidity: coverage and liquidity will remain satisfactory despite higher projected draws on rate
stabilization fund through fiscal 2022
As projected, draws on the rate stabilization fund will continue through fiscal 2022 to help moderate rate increases while maintaining
stable debt service coverage levels of around 1.5x inclusive of all outstanding obligations. With a balance of $120.7 million at the end of
fiscal 2020, subsequent draws on the rate stabilization reserve are now projected to reduce this balance to $78.7 million at the end of
fiscal 2022; falling below earlier projections of around $100 million. In fiscal 2020, a 6.5% decline in water sales, resulting from wetter
weather and the impacts of the coronavirus pandemic, drove a $32 million draw against the rate stabilization reserve, exceeding a
projection of $20 million. Nevertheless, overall liquidity will remain adequate at over 100 days' cash; a critical factor supporting current
credit quality.

Responding to the coronavirus pandemic, the Authority reduced a planned rate increase of 6.3% for fiscal 2021 to 4.8%, in part
reflecting lower water purchase costs. For example, lower inflationary index adjustments to purchase prices for Imperial Irrigation
District Transfers, which accounted for 31% of supplies in fiscal 2020, have been incorporated into the Authority's four-year forecast,
supporting more moderate rate increases.

Fiscal 2021 coverage of total debt service of approximately $108.4 million is expected to remain stable at close to 1.6x, inclusive of
a projected 5.1% increase in the volume of water sales and a $9.5 million draw on the rate stabilization fund. Debt service includes
payments on senior, subordinate and 2019 Pipeline bonds, which are paid on a subordinate basis to the district's other debt obligations.
Exclusive of this withdraw, coverage would equal 1.5x.

In fiscal 2020, costs of sales totaled $505.1 million, including Desalination Installment Payments of $10 million annually. Inclusive of
the $32 million draw on the rate stabilization fund, DSC approached 1.5x. Fiscal 2020 net revenues of $193.9 million would provide
1.1x coverage of estimated maximum annual debt service (MADS) of $180.3 million in fiscal 2020, inclusive of a planned new money
issuance of $200 million in fiscal 2021. Under Moody's adjustments to O&M to reconcile pension and OPEB contributions with
changes in cash, discussed later in this report, O&M totaled $500.8 million, and DSC of all obligations equaled 1.2x.

Following a decline of 2.4% in water sale revenues in fiscal 2020, fiscal 2021 water sales are projected to improve to a level consistent
with fiscal 2018 results, prior to a wet year in 2019. Variable water sales, however, demonstrate the critical support that the Authority's
fixed Water Standby Availability, Capacity and Infrastructure Access charges provide, accounting for around 10% of operating revenues.
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Coverage of all fixed obligations, including the Authority's debt service payments on subordinate pipeline bonds, is expected to remain
satisfactory at around 1.5x inclusive of $42 million in draws against the stabilization fund in fiscal 2021 and 2022.

SDCWA's reserve balances and debt service coverage are also guided by policy, serving to ensure stable financial performance
even during periods of significant stress. The rate stabilization fund, for example, is sized to withstand a 15% reduction in sales,
approximating the 15.8% decline in water sales from fiscal 2017 to 2020. Favorable reserves insulate the Authority not only from
interim shocks such as the coronavirus pandemic, but also longer term challenges including the introduction of the City of San Diego's
water reuse supplies expected in fiscal 2023.

By policy, the Authority targets a debt service coverage level of 1.5x for senior lien obligations. While this falls below the debt service
coverage median for Aa2 water utilities nationally that exceeds 2x, the consistency with which the Authority has successfully met
targeted coverage levels strengthens this metric.

Liquidity
Readily available, unrestricted reserves declined somewhat in fiscal 2020, totaling close to $206.8 million (151 days) at the end of the
fiscal year. Unrestricted cash and investments include balances in the rate stabilization, operating, and equipment replacement funds.
Of these, the Rate Stabilization Fund, with an ending balance of $120.7 million in fiscal 2020 is the most significant. While strong, days'
liquidity is roughly one-half of a median figure of over 400 days for Aa-rated water utilities nationally. Three-year projections reflect a
balance of $223 million at the end of fiscal 2021, including pay-as-you-go capital, or over 150 days' cash. Greater utilization of the rate
stabilization reserve or total available cash at under 100 days would materially pressure credit quality.

The Authority's operating fund has a low but meaningful target of 45 days of average annual operating expenditures. In addition to
these highly liquid funds, the Authority also has a Pay-Go capital fund equal to $35 million at the end of fiscal 2020, which could be
utilized for debt service if needed.

Debt and legal covenants: higher debt ratios reflect diversification of water purchase supplies and completion of major
capital projects
The Authority's debt ratios will remain elevated but manageable, with an expected update of its Water Facilities Master Plan in 2023
laying out longer-term borrowing needs. The Authority's debt portfolio includes over $1.4 billion in senior lien obligations and $433.0
million in subordinate lien debt, of which $345 million consists of the Authority's commercial paper program. At 53.2% at the end of
fiscal 2020, the Authority's debt ratio exceeds that of similarly rated credits both within California and nationwide, and at 3.0x, debt
to operating revenues also exceeds medians. The Authority plans to borrow $200 million in the summer of 2021, with other capital
projects expected to be largely cash funded.

Amortization of the Authority's long-term obligations is below average, with an approximate 10-year amortization rate of 40.2% of
principal, again reflecting the challenge of completing sizeable capital projects while maintaining manageable rate increases.

In addition to debt obligations, the Authority has purchase obligations under the Water Purchase Agreement (WPA) that include the
amount of the debt service associated with the construction of the Carlsbad desalination plant, the original budget for which was
approximately $718 million. Debt service on the Series 2012 Plant Bonds is paid from O&M charges in accordance with the Water
Purchase Agreement. Debt service associated with the 2019 Pipeline bonds is paid from installment payments received by the Water
Authority Financing Agency and paid by the Water Authority on a subordinate basis to the Authority's outstanding subordinate lien
obligations.

In sum, the Water Authority will pay charges sufficient to cover debt service on the plant bonds, provide an equity return to the
plant's operator, and cover both variable and fixed operating costs. At their peak in 2045, fixed costs associated with the plant and
pipeline bonds are projected to approach $66 million, or approximately 10% of fiscal 2020 gross revenues. In addition to outstanding
obligations, an estimated $118 million in additional funding will be required for a modified intake system for the desalination plant.
These are expected to be funded from an interim $45 million bank loan, which has already been issued, followed by an issuance of
Private Activity Bonds.
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Legal security
The senior lien bonds are secured by a senior lien pledge of the net revenues of the water system, and a rate covenant of 1.2x.
Subordinate lien bonds manifest a rate covenant of 1.0x. While no debt service reserve will be funded for the refunding bonds, Moody's
does not view this as a significant credit weakness given the Authority's targeted reserve levels for liquidity purposes.

Debt structure
The Authority has taken a proactive stance in managing its borrowing costs, undertaking strategic cash defeasances and managing
its exposure to variable rate debt. The senior lien Series 2021B (Green Bonds) and Series 2021C water revenue refunding bonds will
refund portions of the outstanding Series 2016A and 2016B bonds for net present value savings with no extension of amortization. The
subordinate lien Series 2021S-1 water revenue refunding bonds will refund all of the Authority’s outstanding Series 2016S-1 bonds and
will refinance all of its $100 million in Extendable Commercial Paper notes, Series 1, significantly reducing the Authority’s exposure to
potential dislocations in the extendable commercial paper market.

Senior lien revenue obligations are protected by a rate covenant and additional bonds test of 1.2x debt service. Subordinate lien
obligations carry a 1.0x rate covenant. Revenues include any withdrawals from the Rate Stabilization Fund. The Authority's debt service
is generally level with out-year declines that provide capacity for future borrowing. While outstanding senior lien bonds are not strictly
identical legal structures given differing reserve requirements, these distinctions are not significant enough in themselves to merit
rating distinctions.

Debt-related derivatives
The Authority has not entered into any derivative agreements. Conservatively, the Authority's recently adopted debt policy does not
allow for the use of swap or derivative instruments.

Pensions and OPEB
SDCWA contributes to the California Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS). Positively, the Authority has been pro-active in
its CalPERS pension management, and is making substantial additional discretionary payments to minimize future expense increases.

The board also adopted a pension policy in October 2018, which provides a policy framework designed to achieve a targeted pension
funded ratio.

As of the water system's fiscal 2020 financial reporting, it reported a net unfunded pension liability of $64.9 million, reflecting a
reported discount rates of 7.15%. Under Moody's standard adjustments, the discount rate applied for fiscal 2020 equaled 3.5%,
resulting in an adjusted net pension liability of $227.1 million. The water system's contributions to the retirement system in fiscal 2020
approached $7.6 million or a minimal 1.1% of operating revenues.

The Authority has also established a single-employer defined benefit retiree health care plan. Positively, the plan remains over funded,
in large part reflecting a $4.595 million contribution made from proceeds of a legal settlement. Due to the volatile nature of GASB
accrual-based expenses for pension and OPEB liabilities, which can heavily reflect recognition of actuarial experience as opposed to
actual financial performance, we calculate key financial performance measures such as debt service coverage using cash contributions
for pensions and OPEB.

ESG considerations
Environmental
Environmental considerations represent a key rating driver for SDCWA, which serves as a wholesale water provider to a southern
region of California that imports 72% of its water supply from outside of San Diego County. The service area is subject to drought
as are the Authority's two water sources: the State Water Project and the Colorado River. Through February 3rd, Northern Sierra
precipitation stood at 54% of normal levels, putting the state into drought, and while Colorado River snowpack equaled 72% of
average, the snowpack is yielding less water due to climate change and more rapid melting. The Authority's concerted efforts to
encourage conservation and to diversify purchased water supplies are a direct and continuing response to these long-term challenges.
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Social
Social considerations such as population and income levels are discussed in the Service Area section above. We regard the coronavirus
pandemic as a social risk under our ESG framework given the substantial implications for public health and safety. The Authority has
not experienced significant increases in operating costs or any disruptions in service as a result of the pandemic.

Governance
In addition to diversifying its sources of purchased water, the Authority continues to plan for unavoidable increases in water prices and
non-discretionary costs such as pension contributions. The Authority regularly updates its long-range planning tools including a recent
update to its Cost of Service Study and the planned update to its Water Facilities Master Plan in 2023. The debt policy was reviewed
and amended in 2018.

SDCWA has proactively implemented a rate structure that utilizes a combination of fixed and variable charges. Both Water Standby
Availability and Treatment and System Capacity Charges are specifically directed toward cash and debt financing of capital projects.
Fixed charges include the Storage, Customer Service, Supply Reliability and Infrastructure Access Charges. The Supply Reliability
Charge, established in 2016, involved two years of planning and is designed to recover a portion of the costs associated with
desalinated and IID transfer water supplies. In fiscal 2020, fixed charges accounted 10% of total operating revenues.

While both debt service coverage and liquidity levels are expected to remain relatively narrow for the rating level, the Authority's
current ratings reflects our expectation that management will adhere to adopted policies and draws on the rate stabilization fund will
not significantly exceed projections.
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RATING ACTION COMMENTARY

Fitch Rates San Diego County
Water Auth, CA Water Revs
'AA+'; Outlook Stable
Mon 15 Mar, 2021 - 11:45 AM ET

Fitch Ratings - San Francisco - 15 Mar 2021: Fitch Ratings has assigned a 'AA+' to the

following obligations issued by the San Diego County Water Authority, CA (SDCWA, or the

authority):

--$101.1 million water revenue refunding bonds, series 2021B (green bonds);

--$196.3 million water revenue refunding bonds, series 2021C;

--$146 million subordinate lien water revenue refunding bonds, series 2021S-1.

SDCWA expects to price the series 2021S-1 bonds on or around March 23 via negotiation

and the series 2021B and 2021C bonds in early April.

In addition, Fitch af�rms the following obligations:

--$918 million outstanding senior lien water revenue certi�cates of participation (COPs)

and bonds, 'AA+';

--$526.1 million senior lien water revenue bonds, series 2010B (taxable) issued by the San

Diego County Water Authority Financing Agency (the agency) on behalf of the authority at
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'AA+';

--$87.7 million subordinate lien water revenue refunding bonds, series 2016S-1 at 'AA+'

(pre-refunding);

--$100 million extendable commercial paper (ECP) notes at 'F1+' (pre-refunding).

Additionally, Fitch af�rms the 'AA+' Issuer Default Rating (IDR) for the SDCWA.

The Rating Outlook is Stable.

ANALYTICAL CONCLUSION

The 'AA+' IDR and long-term issue ratings re�ect the SDCWA's 'aa' �nancial pro�le

assessment in the framework of strong revenue defensibility and low operating risks, both

assessed at 'aa'. The SDCWA bene�ts from very strong purchaser credit quality, ability to

fully reallocate costs, and independent rate raising ability. The large and diverse service

area includes nearly all of San Diego County (the county, IDR AAA/Stable). In addition,

operating costs are low and the life cycle ratio is moderate re�ecting sustained capital

investment.

Leverage, measured by net adjusted debt to funds available for debt service (FADS), is

relatively high at over 9.0x primarily because of signi�cant historical capital investment to

diversify water supplies. Given SDCWA is through the peak of its capital program Fitch

expects leverage to trend downward over the next several years. However, preservation of

the exiting ratings will be highly dependent on leverage declining to around or below 8.0x

over the next few years with further improvement thereafter. Greater clarity surrounding

the authority's leverage expectations are anticipated following the �nalization of its

planning documents, including its Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) and Long-

Range Financing Plan (LRFP), by summer 2021. Potential large long-term projects could

add a signi�cant amount of debt and/or ongoing operating costs; however, the costs and

timelines are uncertain and thus not included in the assessment.

The lack of notching between the senior and subordinate lien bonds re�ects Fitch's view

that the distinctions in the leverage between the two liens is not material enough to

warrant a rating distinction. The senior lien obligations represent approximately 70% of

total debt, the subordinate lien about 21%, and supersubordinate about 9%.
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CREDIT PROFILE

SDCWA provides wholesale water service to an estimated population of 3.3 million

residents over 1,461 square miles in the western portion of the county. It sells water to 24

member agencies that provide retail service to the region. The largest member, the City of

San Diego (senior lien water revenue bonds rated AA/Stable), represents about 42% of the

total population of the SDCWA's service area and about 39% of its total operating

revenues. Water sales have varied signi�cantly over the years due to mandatory state-wide

conservation related to the �ve-year state-wide drought that ended in 2017 and the

resulting 'new normal' levels of water consumption, as well as variable weather conditions.

A majority of SDCWA's water supply is imported, including 31% from the Colorado River

via imports from the Imperial Irrigation District (IID), 19% via the All American & Coachella

Canal linings, and 18% from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD,

IDR AA+/Stable) in 2020. In addition, 8% was generated by the Carlsbad desalination plant.

Local supplies include recycled water, groundwater and local surface water.

In an effort to reduce its reliance on imported water from MWD, SDCWA has pursued

water supply investment and diversi�cation projects over the last 25 years. Following the

drought in California in the late 1980s, SDCWA's board of directors laid out a plan to

improve water supply diversi�cation and reduce risk related to a sole supplier (at the time

MWD accounted for 95% of SDCWA's water supply). As a result, SDCWA now has water

supply sources that include purchases of Colorado River water via IID resulting from a

Quanti�cation Settlement Agreement (QSA) for up to 75 years and via the All-American

and Coachella canal lining projects for 110 years. Supply sources also include recycled

water and conservation programs, increased local storage capacity and desalination.

Signi�cant investments in supply diversi�cation have allowed SDCWA to continue to meet

water demands in its service area but have also resulted in increases in water rates and

leverage. SDCWA projects that MWD water as a proportion of its total supply will decrease

to 2% by 2035 given a projected increase in potable reuse and desalinated water, as well as

the IID transfers.

The authority's draft UWMP, which is subject to approval by the authority's board of

directors, outlines water demands and sources for the following 25 years. The draft

indicates that total water demand in its service area reached a record level in 2007 and has

since declined about 38% due to continuing conservation efforts and water usage

ef�ciencies and customer behavior response to the cost of water. The authority projects an
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increase in overall demand of 36% from 2020 levels by 2045 including savings from future

water conservation.

Coronavirus Considerations

The ongoing coronavirus outbreak and related government containment measures

worldwide create an uncertain global environment for the water and sewer sector. To date,

SDCWA reports no material impact to its revenues or operations as a result of the virus. Its

responses have included a proactive hiring freeze and some spending cuts. Management

noted that it deferred about $30 million out of $162 million in planned capital spending

over the �scal 2020 and 2021 years. Fitch's ratings are forward-looking in nature; as such,

Fitch will monitor developments in the sector as a result of the outbreak as they relate to

severity and duration and incorporate revised expectations for future performance and

assessment of key risks as needed.

Fitch has withdrawn its ratings on the bonds as listed above due to prerefunding activity.

KEY RATING DRIVERS

Revenue Defensibility 'aa' 

Unconditional Cost Reallocation; Very Strong Purchaser Credit Quality

SDCWA's purchaser credit quality is very strong, with its largest member the City of San

Diego's water system representing about 39% of operating revenues. The board is able to

fully reallocate costs and maintains independent rate raising ability.

Operating Risks 'aa'

Low Cost Burden; Manageable Capital Needs
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The overall cost of water production is very low but increasing. Rising water purchase costs

are somewhat mitigated by both the overall diversi�cation in water supplies as well as the

ability to reduce water purchases in conjunction with demand reductions. The system has

completed the peak of its large supply diversi�cation efforts, thus, its life cycle ratio is

moderate and re�ecting the ongoing investments. The authority plans to fund capital

projects consistent with its target ratio of 70% debt �nancing and 30% cash.

Financial Pro�le 'aa' 

Leverage to Gradually Decline

Leverage in the 9.0x range is considered high for the rating. However, given that SDCWA is

through its signi�cant capital program leverage is expected to trend downward to more

moderate levels over time. Coverage of full obligations (COFO) and days cash on hand are

both considered adequate and are neutral to the assessment.

ASYMMETRIC ADDITIVE RISK CONSIDERATIONS

No asymmetric additive risk considerations affected this rating determination.

RATING SENSITIVITIES

Factors that could, individually or collectively, lead to positive rating action/upgrade:

--A sustained reduction in leverage to below 5.0x in Fitch's base and stress cases due to an

increase in �nancial margins or decrease in debt provided stability in the revenue

defensibility and operating risks assessments.

Factors that could, individually or collectively, lead to negative rating action/downgrade:

--Failure to reduce leverage to at or below the 8.0x range in Fitch's base and stress cases by

�scal 2022 followed by continued lower trajectory thereafter provided stability in the

revenue defensibility and operating risks assessments.
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--Addition of signi�cant new capital projects that materially increase leverage expectations.

--A signi�cant decline in purchaser credit quality.

BEST/WORST CASE RATING SCENARIO

International scale credit ratings of Sovereigns, Public Finance and Infrastructure issuers

have a best-case rating upgrade scenario (de�ned as the 99th percentile of rating

transitions, measured in a positive direction) of three notches over a three-year rating

horizon; and a worst-case rating downgrade scenario (de�ned as the 99th percentile of

rating transitions, measured in a negative direction) of three notches over three years. The

complete span of best- and worst-case scenario credit ratings for all rating categories

ranges from 'AAA' to 'D'. Best- and worst-case scenario credit ratings are based on historical

performance. For more information about the methodology used to determine sector-

speci�c best- and worst-case scenario credit ratings, visit

[https://www.�tchratings.com/site/re/10111579].

SECURITY

The water revenue bonds and COPs are payable from the authority's water system net

revenues. The series 2016S-1 and 2021S-1 bonds are on parity with the CP program and

ECP notes, and have a subordinate lien on net revenues.

REVENUE DEFENSIBILITY

SDCWA's customers have strong purchaser credit quality, scoring a '1' on the Purchaser

Credit Index (a weighted average score of purchaser credit quality relative to proportion of

sales based on credit ratings). The largest member, the City of San Diego water system,

accounts for 39% of revenues. Other customers representing between 3% and 10% of

revenues include Otay Water District, Helix Water District (IDR AA+/Stable), City of

Oceanside water system, Carlsbad Municipal Water District, Vallecitos Water District (IDR

AA+/Stable), Valley Center Municipal Water District, Olivenhain Municipal Water District

(IDR AAA/Stable), Rainbow Municipal Water District, and the Padre Dam Municipal Water

District (IDR AA+/Stable). The remaining 19% of revenues are generated by Vista Irrigation
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District, City of Escondido water system, City of Poway water system, and Fallbrook Public

Utility District, among others.

The SDCWA's board able to fully reallocate costs amongst the members in the event of a

failure to pay of one or more members. It has independent rate setting authority with water

rates established by its board of directors made up of 36 members with each member

agency having at least one voting representative. SDCWA bills its members for water

deliveries by the tenth business day of every month for water purchased during the prior

month. Rates include �xed storage, customer service, and supply reliability charges and

variable transportation, treatment, and supply rates. After a series of double-digit rate

increases about a decade ago to support the debt associated with the supply diversi�cation

program, water rates have increased more moderately in recent years. Untreated water

rates increased 2.9% in calendar year (CY) 2019 and 4.8% in each of CYs 2020 and 2021.

Rates are expected to continue to rise annually consistent with historical practice.

Approximately 2% of total revenues are generated by SDCWA's portion of the 1% ad

valorem property tax levied and collected by the county. Other non-operating revenues

include infrastructure access charges (IACs) comprising about 5% of total revenues. IACs

are �xed charges adjusted annually and levied on each member based on the number and

size of retail water meters within the agencies and the SDCWA's service area.

As noted, water sales have varied year-to-year, but the general trend over the last decade

has been downward due to conservation-related declines, particularly as a result of a

severe state-wide drought that ended in 2017 and which has signi�cantly impacted

ongoing usage patterns thereafter. The peak sales in 2008 of 619,000 af declined to

approximately 354,000 af in �scal 2020. Management indicated that sales are up about

7.5% yoy for �scal 2021 and projects a 5.1% increase for the year versus a forecast decline

of 0.6%. It has forecast modest growth of 0.8% in each of �scals 2022 and 2023.

OPERATING RISKS

SDCWA's operating risks are assessed at 'aa' supported by a very low, but increasing,

operating cost burden as well as moderate life cycle investment needs. The operating cost

burden, measured as total operating costs (including an adjustment for SDCWA's portion of

capital-related expenses associated with purchased water) relative to water production, is

low at $4,950 per mg at �scal year-end 2020. This metric has increased each of the last four

years as spending has increased and water production has trended downward. Given

expectations for relatively �at to modestly increasing water sales and rising water costs,
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the operating cost burden is likely to increase at a gradual pace but should remain below

Fitch's $6,500 per mg threshold for the 'aa' subfactor assessment.

The largest cost to SDCWA is imported water from MWD. MWD water rates are set

biannually and are currently expected to increase moderately over the next several years.

This exposure is somewhat mitigated as the authority recovers its share of the MWD

readiness-to-serve and capacity charges through a direct pass-through to members. IID

water rates are set to increase based on in�ationary factors through 2034. The authority's

most expensive water source is desalinated water produced by Carlsbad under a 30-year

agreement with Poseidon. Under the agreement, Poseidon owns, operates, and maintains

the plant and the authority owns, operates, and maintains the 10-mile pipeline that delivers

the desalinated water to the authority's distribution system.

SDCWA's life cycle ratio is 19%, well-below the 'aa' subfactor assessment threshold of 45%.

The authority is in a downward phase of its capital cycle after having completed a variety of

signi�cant water diversi�cation projects over the last couple of decades. The authority's

10-year capital improvement plan (CIP) for �scal 2022 through 2031 indicates

approximately $983 million in spending. The focus of the CIP is on asset management.

SDCWA is planning to complete several studies, including the UWMP and LRFP by summer

2021 as well as the Water Facilities Master Plan by 2023, to identify infrastructure needs.

The peak of the capital cycle was reached in 2007 with annual spending of $290 million.

Signi�cant projects completed over the last decade include the San Vicente Dam Raise,

which increased regional capacity of emergency and carryover storage by 157,000 af, the

Olivenhain Dam, Twin Oaks Water Treatment Plant, and pipeline relining. Also completed,

but included as operating costs rather than CIP spending, was the Carlsbad Desalination

Project. The Carlsbad facility is in the process of transitioning from an original water intake

associated with a facility that stopped generating in 2018 to a standalone intake by the end

of 2023. The plant operator, Poseidon Resources (IDR BBB/Stable), is responsible for the

construction of the new intake and discharge facilities, with SDCWA �nancing some

improvements. Poseidon will pass along capital and operating costs associated with the

facilities through water price adjustments to SDCWA subject to certain price increase caps.

Potential additional long-term projects with signi�cant possible impacts to the authority

include the Bay-Delta Fix (i.e. one tunnel plan) and a Regional Conveyance Project.

However, even if one or both of the projects move forward, the ultimate costs and timelines

are currently unknown. The Bay-Delta Fix, estimated at a cost of $15.9 billion, is the

California Department of Water Resources (DWR) plan to construct a tunnel system under

the San Francisco-San Joaquin Bay Delta to increase reliability of water supplies for State
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Water Project contractors. The MWD board authorized a funding commitment of 47.2% of

costs for preliminary design and planning activities. Design could take several years, DWR

estimates construction to last approximately 13 years and it is expected that the project

will face multiple lawsuits. The authority is also considering a Regional Conveyance Project,

which would comprise construction of a pipeline to deliver the authority's QSA supplies as

an alternative to paying MWD to deliver this water. The �rst phase completed in August

2020 determined that the project is technically feasible and cost competitive with other

options. The next phase will further examine the project's �nancial feasibility and impacts

on rates and is expected to be completed by summer 2022. The current estimated cost of

the project is $5 billion.

FINANCIAL PROFILE

Leverage is on the higher end of the 'aa' assessment level at over 9.0x the last �ve years. It

increased in �scal 2020 to 9.6x from 9.2x in �scal 2019 due in part to a decline in operating

revenues as water sales volume declined 6.5%. However, it should improve modestly over

the forward look given forecast rate increases and a 5% increase in sales volume in �scal

2021 followed by modest annual increases. In addition, the authority is through its capital

program and debt issuances are expected to be lower than historical levels.

Total long-term debt stood at $2.24 billion at �scal year-end 2020, and net adjusted debt,

including capitalized �xed charges and pension liability adjusted to Fitch's 6% discount rate

less available cash and funds restricted for debt service, stood at $3.2 billion. Funds

available for debt service (FADS) declined about 6.2% in �scal 2020 due primarily to the

operating revenue decline.

SDCWA's liquidity pro�le is adequate and considered neutral to the rating with COFO of

approximately 1.1x in �scal 2020; Fitch-calculated all-in debt service coverage was also

1.1x. For the same period, available cash totaled $206.8 million, equal to 62 days current

cash on hand.

Fitch Analytical Stress Test (FAST)

The �ve-year forward look provided by FAST considers the potential trend of key ratios in a

base case and a stress case. The stress case is designed to impose capital costs 10% above

expected base case levels and evaluate potential variability in projected key ratios.

SDCWA's �nancial forecast, which includes assumed rate increases and a modest increase

in water sales, growth in operating expenses due to purchased water costs, and $200
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million additional borrowing in �scal 2022 followed by up to $450 million in �scal 2025, is

the basis for Fitch's base case. Given these assumptions, leverage increases to around 9.8x-

9.9x in the base and stress cases in �scal 2022 but is then expected to decline to the 8.4x-

8.5x range by �scal 2025.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

In addition to the sources of information identi�ed in Fitch's applicable criteria speci�ed

below, this action was informed by information from Lumesis.

REFERENCES FOR SUBSTANTIALLY MATERIAL SOURCE CITED AS KEY DRIVER OF
RATING

The principal sources of information used in the analysis are described in the Applicable

Criteria. 

ESG CONSIDERATIONS

Unless otherwise disclosed in this section, the highest level of ESG credit relevance is a

score of '3'. This means ESG issues are credit-neutral or have only a minimal credit impact

on the entity, either due to their nature or the way in which they are being managed by the

entity. For more information on Fitch's ESG Relevance Scores, visit

www.�tchratings.com/esg.
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DISCLAIMER

ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND

DISCLAIMERS. PLEASE READ THESE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS BY FOLLOWING
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rights reserved. In issuing and maintaining its ratings and in making other reports (including

forecast information), Fitch relies on factual information it receives from issuers and

underwriters and from other sources Fitch believes to be credible. Fitch conducts a

reasonable investigation of the factual information relied upon by it in accordance with its

ratings methodology, and obtains reasonable veri�cation of that information from

independent sources, to the extent such sources are available for a given security or in a

given jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual investigation and the scope of the third-

party veri�cation it obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated security and its

issuer, the requirements and practices in the jurisdiction in which the rated security is

offered and sold and/or the issuer is located, the availability and nature of relevant public

information, access to the management of the issuer and its advisers, the availability of pre-

existing third-party veri�cations such as audit reports, agreed-upon procedures letters,

appraisals, actuarial reports, engineering reports, legal opinions and other reports provided

by third parties, the availability of independent and competent third- party veri�cation

sources with respect to the particular security or in the particular jurisdiction of the issuer,

and a variety of other factors. Users of Fitch's ratings and reports should understand that

neither an enhanced factual investigation nor any third-party veri�cation can ensure that

all of the information Fitch relies on in connection with a rating or a report will be accurate

and complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers are responsible for the accuracy of the

information they provide to Fitch and to the market in offering documents and other

reports. In issuing its ratings and its reports, Fitch must rely on the work of experts,

including independent auditors with respect to �nancial statements and attorneys with

respect to legal and tax matters. Further, ratings and forecasts of �nancial and other

information are inherently forward-looking and embody assumptions and predictions

about future events that by their nature cannot be veri�ed as facts. As a result, despite any

veri�cation of current facts, ratings and forecasts can be affected by future events or

conditions that were not anticipated at the time a rating or forecast was issued or af�rmed.  

The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of

any kind, and Fitch does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its contents will

meet any of the requirements of a recipient of the report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to

the creditworthiness of a security. This opinion and reports made by Fitch are based on

established criteria and methodologies that Fitch is continuously evaluating and updating.

Therefore, ratings and reports are the collective work product of Fitch and no individual, or

group of individuals, is solely responsible for a rating or a report. The rating does not

address the risk of loss due to risks other than credit risk, unless such risk is speci�cally

mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale of any security. All Fitch reports have

shared authorship. Individuals identi�ed in a Fitch report were involved in, but are not

solely responsible for, the opinions stated therein. The individuals are named for contact

purposes only. A report providing a Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a substitute for
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the information assembled, veri�ed and presented to investors by the issuer and its agents

in connection with the sale of the securities. Ratings may be changed or withdrawn at any

time for any reason in the sole discretion of Fitch. Fitch does not provide investment advice

of any sort. Ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security. Ratings do

not comment on the adequacy of market price, the suitability of any security for a particular

investor, or the tax-exempt nature or taxability of payments made in respect to any

security. Fitch receives fees from issuers, insurers, guarantors, other obligors, and

underwriters for rating securities. Such fees generally vary from US$1,000 to US$750,000

(or the applicable currency equivalent) per issue. In certain cases, Fitch will rate all or a

number of issues issued by a particular issuer, or insured or guaranteed by a particular

insurer or guarantor, for a single annual fee. Such fees are expected to vary from

US$10,000 to US$1,500,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent). The assignment,

publication, or dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not constitute a consent by Fitch to

use its name as an expert in connection with any registration statement �led under the

United States securities laws, the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United

Kingdom, or the securities laws of any particular jurisdiction. Due to the relative ef�ciency

of electronic publishing and distribution, Fitch research may be available to electronic

subscribers up to three days earlier than to print subscribers.  

For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia Pty Ltd holds an

Australian �nancial services license (AFS license no. 337123) which authorizes it to provide

credit ratings to wholesale clients only. Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not

intended to be used by persons who are retail clients within the meaning of the

Corporations Act 2001 

Fitch Ratings, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a

Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (the "NRSRO"). While certain of the

NRSRO's credit rating subsidiaries are listed on Item 3 of Form NRSRO and as such are

authorized to issue credit ratings on behalf of the NRSRO (see

https://www.�tchratings.com/site/regulatory), other credit rating subsidiaries are not listed

on Form NRSRO (the "non-NRSROs") and therefore credit ratings issued by those

subsidiaries are not issued on behalf of the NRSRO. However, non-NRSRO personnel may

participate in determining credit ratings issued by or on behalf of the NRSRO.

READ LESS

SOLICITATION STATUS

The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained at the request of the rated

entity/issuer or a related third party. Any exceptions follow below.
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Fitch’s international credit ratings produced outside the EU or the UK, as the case may be,

are endorsed for use by regulated entities within the EU or the UK, respectively, for

regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU CRA Regulation or the UK Credit

Rating Agencies (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, as the case may be. Fitch’s

approach to endorsement in the EU and the UK can be found on Fitch’s Regulatory Affairs

page on Fitch’s website. The endorsement status of international credit ratings is provided

within the entity summary page for each rated entity and in the transaction detail pages for

structured �nance transactions on the Fitch website. These disclosures are updated on a

daily basis.
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